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CRISPR as action-in-context

• no generic appraisal of gene editing technologies (such as

„interfering in nature is per se bad“)

• appraisal in the context of concrete applications within technology

assessment

• in media couverage debates in the context of a distinct event, such 

as the publication of the birth of „the CRISPR/Cas9-babies“
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Hwang Woo-suk and human cloning in 2004

In 2004 and 2005, Hwang Woo-suk, a professor at Seoul National 

University, published two separate articles in the journal Science

claiming to have successfully harvested pluripotent, embryonic stem 

cells from a cloned human blastocyst using SCNT techniques. 

Hwang claimed to have created eleven different patent-specific stem 

cell lines. This would have been the first major breakthrough in human 

cloning.

However, in 2006 Science retracted both of his articles on clear 

evidence that much of his data from the experiments was fabricated.

(Wikipedia)
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Hwang Woo-suk and human cloning in 2004

Pearson (2004) Nature 427, 664



R. Isasi et al. Science 351, 337–339 (2016)
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He Jiankui and human genome editing in 2018
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He Jiankui and human genome editing in 2018

“As representatives of the Committee of Genome Editing of the Genetics 

Society of China and of the Chinese Society for Stem Cell Research, we 

were shocked by He Jiankui’s claims last month that twin girls were born from 

embryos that were gene-edited for HIV resistance (Nature 563, 607–608; 2018). 

Such work would violate the current code of conduct from China’s ministry 

of health, as well as internationally accepted ethical guidelines.

The consensus of the international scientific community, including Chinese 

researchers in genome editing, is that engineering the human germline for 

reproductive purposes should be forbidden until the scientific issues have been 

resolved and there is broad social agreement. China has clear regulations 

specifying that human embryos with genetic modifications cannot be implanted, 

in agreement with regulations adopted worldwide.”

(Wensheng Wei, 2018, Nature 564, 345)
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Southern University of Science and Technology said in a statement on 26 November 

that it was unaware of He’s experiments, that the work was not performed at the 

university and that He has been on leave since February.

“The Southern University of Science and Technology requires scientific research to abide 

by national laws and regulations and to respect and comply with international 

academic ethics and academic standards,” the statement said. The university says it 

will set up an independent committee to investigate the matter.

More than 100 Chinese biomedical researchers have posted a strongly worded 

statement online condemning He’s claims. “Directly jumping into human experiments can 

only be described as crazy,” the statement reads. The scientists call on Chinese 

authorities to investigate the case and introduce strict regulations on this procedure.

“This is a huge blow to the international reputation and the development of Chinese 

science, especially in the field of biomedical research,” the statement says. “It is 

extremely unfair to the large majority of diligent and conscientious scientists in 

China who are pursuing research and innovation while strictly adhering to ethical limits.”

(Cyranoski & Ledford, 2018, Nature 563, 607-608)
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Bosley et al. (2015) Nature Biotechnology 33, 478–486
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Science diplomacy

“the use of scientific collaborations among nations to address the common problems 

facing 21st century humanity and to build constructive international partnership” (Fedoroff 2009)

Royal Society / American Association for the Advancement of Science (2010):

• Science in diplomacy

• Diplomacy for science

• Science for diplomacy

‘polylateral diplomacy’: state + nonstate institutions (Kaltofen & Acuto 2018)

‘para-diplomacy’: conduct of international relations between subnational entities (ibid.)

“empirical inquiries on the practices of relating science, politics, and other forms of 

knowledge, actors and practices to each other” (Buerger 2014)

science: neutral, flexible, faster
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Science diplomacy & CRISPR

CRISPR as distinct case: use of a scientific community across nations to address 

common / local problems raised by technoscience itself 

• reflexive constellation (Beck / reflexive modernity)

• involved parties: 

• the international scientific community, international academic ethics and 

academic standards

• national laws and regulations, ‘Chinese science’, Chinese authorities

• individual gung-ho scientists, individual scientific institutions
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Science diplomacy & CRISPR

Blurred boundaries, shifting paradigms, fluid and hybrid constellations

• merger of science and technology (technoscience)

• orientation towards innovation and international competition (triple helix)

• shifting centre of action in technoscience: Europe -> US -> Asia

 doing boundaries, identities and paradigms gains importance and adds 

to ‘constitutional’ models of modern differentiation 

(fluid modernity, Bauman)
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Science diplomacy & CRISPR

Doing boundaries, identities and paradigms via an ‚international 

scientific community‘ (Bosley et al. 2015)

• letter to Science with 18 signers (query for an „open discourse“, 

„unparalleled potential for modifying human and non-h genomes“, „unknown

risks to human health and well-being“)

• 50 researchers, ethicists and business leaders in the „global community“ 

contacted by Nature Biotechnology to comment on issues raised by CRISPR 

(the scientific community „sees the implications“, „has a stake in getting this

right“, „has a responsibility both to find the right way to realize the potential 

of this powerful technology and also to do it in a way that is highly ethical“
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Science diplomacy & CRISPR

• CRISPR as powerful technology with potential (& science-fiction scenarios)

• technical barriers (unsolvable / solvable soon or late), knowledge (vast/incomplete)

• ethical, health, environmental concerns, soft and hard impacts

• Asia as an economic and scientific powerhouse

• (dis)trust in science, openness, transparency, technological culture

• the self-correcting quality of science and open society

• a behind-the-scenes race

• garage biology and „responsible (and educated) scientists“, scientific societies

• the wholly voluntary nature of the handling of the ongoing controversy

• regulation & control (impossible / necessary)

• an Asilomar-type conference (yes / no)

• some countries leading the way, „isolated national initiatives“

• temporary moratorium, public discussion, develop clear guidelines

• European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being, UK Human 

Fertilization and Embryology Act, UNESCO‘s International Bioethics Commission

• the ominous ‚we‘ and ‚I‘ („I, and perhaps society at large“)
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Science diplomacy & CRISPR: what‘s new?

• (P)TA traditionally oriented towards technology (within a given

national context)

• Science and technology studies traditionally focus on 

technoscientific systems

• Science diplomacy as reference point allows for

• an additional focus on nation states and international relations

• treating technoscientific and diplomatic practices as equally

important

• acknowledging hybrid (technoscientific-diplomatic) practices
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Thank you for your attention!
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